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MR. EDWARD F. MCKERNAN: The first topic of this session,risk-basedcapital
(RBC), was incorporatedinto the statutory annual statement beginningin 1993. The
second topic, FinancialAccounting Standard (FAS)107, requires that the fair value of
assets, and soma liabilities,be reportedin the flnancials. (FAS 115 will be discussed
as well.) The third item, interest maintenance reserve (IMR) and asset-valuation
reserve (AVR), is a replacement of the mandatory securitiesvaluation reserve (MSVR)
in the annual statement. This was effscted in 1992.
Fred Townsend will discuss RBC. You may be familiar with a number of articlesthat
Fred has written for The National Underwriter. He was president of Connecticut Life
Insuranceand Annuity Corpora_onwhich is a reinsurancecompany. Ha has been a
frequent speaker at Society functions and many industry associationmeetings. He
has participatedin institutionalresearchand has been involvedin the sales of insurance stocks, asset management for insurancecompanies, venture fund analysis, and
the like.
Bob Beuedeinis a seniorvice presidentwith the FranklinLife InsuranceCompany. His
charge of responsibilityinvolves all the actuarial functions of the company. He is also
on the board of directorsat Franklin. He has been very active with both the Society
of Actuarias and the American Academy of Actuaries. He is on the Financial
ReportingSection Council.
I am a consultantwith KPMG Peat Marwick and I've been involved, as well, in many
Society activities. I will speak on the subject of IMR/AVR.
MR. FREDERICKS. TOWNSEND, JR.: If life insurancecompanies find that the RBC
requirementsare too high, life insurancecompanieswill find a way for the RBC
requirementsto plummet to earth. I'll go through what's been happeningin 1992-93,
as many life insurancecompanies preparefor the introductionof RBCat year-end
1993.
In our firm, Townsend and Schupp, we follow 130 major companies, which comprise
85% of industry assets. The roughdistributionof assets at last year-end was 62%
in bonds, 20% in mortgages, 3% in realestate, 3% in affiliated stocks, 3% in
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unaffiliated stocks, 5% in policy loans, and 4% in other assets. The mix of investments in bonds, of course,has increasedin the current environment,as people have
moved out of common stocks, mortgages, and real estate and into investment-grade
bonds. If companieshave high RBC requirementsdue to the mix of their bonds,
they've been upgradingtheir bond portfoliosin 1992-93 to reduce those
requirements.
Mortgages and realestate, although they make up 23% of industry assets, have been
coming down in recent years. Many major companieshave 40-55% of their assets
in mortgages and realestate. Many companies have been reclassifying mortgages,
and through securitizationhave been convertingmortgages to bonds to bring down
the RBC requirements.
Stocks are a very small mix of industry assets:only 6%. However, for some
companies, stocks are a much largernumber. You'll see that stocks are half-affiliated
stocks, half-unaffiliatedstocks, or common stocks bought for pure investment
purposesin the marketplace. Overall,it does not impact the industry to a great
degree, but the most punitiveRBC factors were introducedfor stocks relativeto other
asset categories. Some companies that are very peculiarlyaffected by stocks
protested vociferouslyagainst the RBC requirements,and some of them are restructuring their corporateorganizationsto overcomewhat they perceive to be a handicap.
Lookingat the RBCfactors for bonds, it is quite easy to see why companies have
been upgrading their bond portfoliosin 1992-93. If you want to cut down on your
RBC requirement, just move everything up a class. Take a Class-5 bond, sell it, buy a
Class-4 bond in its place, and you reduce your RBC requirement by 55%. Sell a
Class-4 bond, convert it to a Class-3 bond, and you reduceyour RBC requirementby
56%. Sell a Class-3 bond, buy a Class-2 bond, and you reduce your RBC requirement by 75%. Sell a Class-2 bond, buy a Class-1 bond, and reduce your requirement by 70%. There's been extremely heavy trading activity in bonds. If you saw
my article in The National Underwriter earlierthis year, the top 20 life insurance
companies acquired half of their bond holdingsat year-end 1992 during 1992.
There's been a lot of new money going into bonds, and there has been a lot of
turnover in bonds, not only from the realizingof gainsto offset capital losses, but also
from upgradingthe bond portfoliofor RBC purposes.
Commercial mortgages make up about 92% of the mortgage loan holdingsof life
insurancecompanies. A mortgage in good standing has a 3% RBC factor. If it
becomes restnJctured,the factor stays at 3%. When a mortgage becomes delinquent, the factor is doubled to 6%. When it movesto the processof foreclosure,the
factor moves up to 20%. After it is foreclosed,the factor moves back to 15%. It
may seem strange that the foreclosedRBCfactor is lessthan the foreclosure,but
there is often a write-down of the property at the time it is foreclosedupon. In
contrast to a piece of property that is bought initiallyas real estate, the investment
real estate factor is only 10%. Something that becomes real estate through foreclosure has a 15% factor. Suppose you are a CEO or someone with decision-making
responsibilityin a life insurancecompany, and mortgages are 30-50% of the assets.
What would you do with mortgages that become problemmortgages, with RBC
coming up at year-end 19937 You are faced with a decision as to whether to
foreclose upon a property or to restructurethe loan.
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Many company actions are going to depend on where they already stand with
respect to RBC. ff they're comfortably into having a healthy ratio, and the economics
of the situation say to foreclose the property, it is likely to happen as it normally
would. If a company is running a low RBC ratio, below the 125% trend test or even
worse, below 100%, somebody is going to think twice. "Well, should we just
restructure and carry a 3% factor rather than a 15% factor?"
Many major life insurance companies have already restructured significant parts of
their mortgage portfolios. I won't say that it is for RBC purposes, but you may be
surprised to see what the current situation is in some large companies. The Travelers
Insurance Company has the largest known mortgage loan problem in the industry;
21% of its mortgage portfolio is already restructured, and its subsidiary Travelers Ufe
& Annuity is 31% restructured.
The two Equitable Companies which have been in the news the last two years. The
parent has 16% of its mortgages restructured, and its subsidiary, Equitable Variable,
has 19% of its mortgages restructured. A company that hasn't been in the news,
New England Mutual, has nearly 20% of its mortgage loans restructured at this point
in time. General American Life is at 12%, and Teachers Insurance Annuity Association (TIAA) is at 10%. Other major companies are below the 10% mix of mortgages
being restructured.
Besidesthis choice as to whether you restructure a mortgage or foreclose upon it,
some companies have chosen to securitizeparts of their mortgage portfolios. In other
words, convert mortgages to bonds. If you can convert an allegedgood mortgage
with a 3% RBC factor to an NAIC Class-1 bond with a 3/lOths of 1% factor, you
reduce your RBC requirementby 90%. In the last few years, the John Hancock
securitizeddepartment mortgage loansthrough FederalNational Mortgage Association
(FNMA) and received pass-throughcertificates in exchange. Convertingmortgage
holdingsto bend assets not only helps RBC, but it may also help your appearance
with the rating agencies. At the 3% level, it would have had to hold $30 millionin
an RBC requirement. It went to a Class-1 bond, to be down to $3 million or a $27
millionreduction. MassachusettsMutual, having the largesttransaction, placed $2
billionof residential mortgage loans in a trust and received fixed-income certificates
rated Aaa by Moody's and rated Class 1 by the NAIC. It shrank a $60 million RBC
requirement to $6 million, a $54 million reduction.
Principal Mutual has a significant part of its mortgage loan portfolio in so-called credit
mortgages, mortgages granted on the home office of major business corporations. It
was decided that this was essentially a bond credIt risk, not a mortgage-loan risk, so
it restated $1.6 billion of mortgages to bends. In a transaction just announced in the
last week, The Equitable, in a continuing series of moves to lower its RBC ratios,
securitizedsome private placements. Private placements are typically BB-rated
securities, Class-3 NAIC bends with a 4% requirement. For anythingthat you can
securitizeand improve to a Class-1 requirement,the factor goes from 4% to 0.75%.
So with the $686 millionof private placements that it securitized, it may have
reduced, in the most extreme circumstances, a $27 million RBCrequirement to only
$2 million.
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Besidesbonds and mortgages, common stocks have been a controversialarea. It
does not affect many companies, but for those companiesthat it does affect, it can
affect them significantly. If you have a life insurance subsidiary,you just see through
and it is sort of like mergingthe two for RBC purposes. Whatever the RBC requirement is for the life insurancesubsidiary, it is added to the RBC requirement for the
parent company. However, for nonlife subsidiaries,these factors really drive some
insurancecompany managements up the wall. The RBCfactor for property/casualty
subsidiariesis 50% of the equity in the subsidiary,for other subsidiariesit is 30%,
and for unaffiliated common stocks it is also 30%.
What's the danger in this group? Why are these factors so high? Those of you who
read The National Undemvriter know that in 1989, I started this high-risk asset ratio,
dividing noninvestrnent-grade bonds plus delinquent mortgages, plus foreclosed real
estate, by surplus. "l-hosecategories - noninvestment-grade bonds, mortgages in
default, real estate acquired by foreclosure - had significantly lower RBC ratios than
common stocks for investments in subsidiaries. I called those other asset classes
high-risk assets, because they were carried at book value in the blue books, but their
market values were significantly less than book value. Whereas, I did not include
common stocks in that ratio, because common stocks are, indeed, carried at market
value.
So what are the respective dangers in these classes? Let us take a look at the assets
that are carded at book value and not at market value. Noninvestment-grade bonds
probably have market values that exceed the book values, but at year-end 1990,
large numbers of defaults were beginningto occur in noninvestrnent-cjradebonds
issuedfor takeover paper, etc. Bonds were generallysellingat a 30% discountto
book value, yet they were carried at par value rather than at market value, which was
perhaps 70% of par.
Mortgage loans in good standing are carried at book value. Remember, I said that
92% of mortgage loans in the industry are commercialloans. Most of those commercial loans are not loansthat are amortizingthe principal,but they are mortgage
loans issued for 3-7-year durationsto match GIC contracts. They have balloon
maturities. What happens is that the realestate developeris able to pay the interest
on the property, but when the mortgage loan comes to maturity at the end of the 3to 7-year term, he can't pay it off. The assumptionat the time that he got the loan
was that banks would always be willing to refinancethe loans, a suppositionthat has
fallen by the wayside. The second suppositionwas that realestate values always go
up, something elsethat fell by the wayside. Major life insurancecompanies are
generallyfinding they're reportingdefault ratios of 80-90% of maturing balloon
commercial mortgage loans.
Regardinginvestment real estate, if you look in The Wall Street Journal on a weekly
basis, it shows vacancy rates in different areas aroundthe country. Many areas have
vacancy rates running 20-24%. If you issued a mortgage on a $10 millionproperty,
you issued an 80% mortgage, or $8 million. Now you have a 20% vacancy rate.
The value of that buildingis probably $6 million,because, even though you have
variable income from your leases,you have fixed expensesin your overhead. It might
be an 80% mortgage outstanding, but the market value is only 60% of the original
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value of the property. Investment real estate carried at book value does not reflect
market values.
The common stockholders are mad that the common stocks are carded at market
value, and these other classes clearly are not at certain points in time. The committee
that established the RBC factors has come up with the counterargument that
common stocks, whether they're in the stock market or whether they are subsidiaries
of life insurance companies, have volatility, and that must be what they're paying the
penalty for. This leads to some maneuvering in the an'dcipetion of RBC.
If we look at some comparative RBC factors, and we'll see that two of the most
punitive factors are for common stock in a property/casualty subsidiary, and for
unaffiliated common stocks, 50% and 30% respectively. Some companies invest in
unaffiliated common stocks to build their surplus because they believe in growth in
the stock market over a period of time as being a superior vehicle. Those people
claim it is inconsistent to assign this category the highest risk factor for RBC, because
it is better for the consumer, (i.e. better long term rstums) especially when selling
variable life and variable annuities. The risk factor for unaffiliated stock is 30%; for a
CCC bond, which is near one step away from default, it is 20%; there is a 50%
higher factor for common stock than there is for a CCC bond. Take the noninvestment-grade, Class-3 bond, a 4% factor; let us call it a high-yield or junk bend. The
factor for common stock is 7.5 times the factor for the BB bond. The factor for
common stock (30%) is ten times the factor for a so-called good mortgage, a balloon
commercial mortgage that hasn't come up to maturity yet, that hasn't been tested.
So why the high factors for common stocks for affiliated companies? The risk in
nonlife insurance subsidiaries really depends on the underlying business; this is where
substantial risk can occur. Let us take a look at some specific examples. Subsidiaries
with cyclical risk perhaps deserve to have a high factor. Whether it should be 30%
or 50%, I don't know. Bob Winters, chairman of Prudential, at its 1993 annual press
conference said, "Last year, 1992, we had 364 good days. The 365th day was the
hurricane in Rorida." In 1992, it began the year with $900 million of surplus in
Prudential Property/Casualty Company. In one day it was wiped out. Should there
be a 50% factor for a property/casualty subsidiary subject to hurricane exposure?
Perhaps there should be.
I worked for a securities firm for 25 years; I was a general partner in a member firm
on the New York Stock Exchange. We had fixed overhead. That makes for a
cyclical business when you have fixed overhead. When the stock market booms,
trading volume expands, revenues go way up, and earnings shoot up. When you go
to a bad market and volume shrinks, these firms often report heavy losses, and
securities salesmen may be even more aggressive than life insurance agents in their
sales presentations. Securitiesfirms get sued. Last week, PrudentialSecuritiesjust
settled litigationfor the way it handled assets and made sales presentationsfor $550
million, a single lawsuit. Maybe some common stockholdings,those of subsidiary
companies in certain businesses,do deservea high RBC factor if the regulators intend
to protect the solvency of these companies.
Back in the late 1960s, early 1970s, Diners Club never showed a profitable year
while it was owned by Continental Corp. Diners Club ate up its surplus and it sold it
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off at a tremendous loss. Peoplehere probablydon't remember when Travelers only
had 40 million sharesoutstanding. Travelersgot enthralledwith the computer
businessand issued ten millionshares, 25% of its outstanding capital, to buy Franklin
Computer. It went down the tubes in about ten years. It sold It to a bank for $20
million. It essentiallygave up 25% of Travelers for $20 million. When Aetna Life &
Casualtydiversified,It went into Comsat and the oilbusiness. It wanted to balance
the life business,the property/casualtybusiness,and the group business with
diversifiedbusinesses,and took its lossesand got out. I think examples likethis are
probablypart of the reason as to why we have high RBC ratios for holdingsof stock
in subsidiarycompanies. The only way to combat that is to make changesin
corporate structure.
This is what has been happeningin the last two years. Let us assume that Company
A owns Company B. There are several things that it can do, several things that have
actually been happening in the industry. One is to move Company B out from under
Company A. Instead of having a holdingcompany own Company A, which owns
Company B, just make them both direct subsidiariesof the parent holding company.
In some cases, people have merged Company A and Company B. We have seen a
couple of situations in which the ownership has been flipped. Company B was not in
the public eye for marketing purposesand ratingagency purposes. Instead of having
Company A own Company B, it changed it around so that Company B now owns
Company A.
In some cases, subsidiaryCompany B had a single, specialpurpose, typically holding
only one specificasset class,such as Government National Mortgage Association
(GNMA) collateral, realestate holdings,bond tranches, or an investment company.
And so the parent company just dissolvedit and now it carriesan RBC factor for the
specificasset class, rather than a punitive30% factor.
I'd liketo discuss something that just came up, the Executive Life ploy, or as I call it,
the Garamendi Shift. Executive Life has just mailed out the election booklets to its
policyholders,in which they can either opt into the new AuroraNational Life or they
can opt out and take their money in cash duringa period of time. What did Executive Life or AuroraNational do?
In this booklet, by the way, it aggressivelytouts itself three times, in what to me
appearsto be in violation of the NAIC mandate on discussingthe RBC ratiorelative to
the industry. Three times it points out that if Executive Lifewere ranked relative to
the fifty largest life insurancecompanies, Executive Life would rank in the top ten
with Its RBC ratio. Three times it states that it would have the highest RBC ratio of
the top 20 annuity writers in the U.S.
Mr. Garamendi has taken all the common stock holdingswith a 30% RBC ratio, put
them in an assettrust, and has taken them off the balancesheet of ExecutiveLife.
He has taken all the Class-6 and Class-5 bonds wIth 30-20% ratios, moved them into
an asset trust, and has taken them off the Executive Life balancesheet. He has
taken the investment real estate, put it in a separate real estate asset trust, and has
taken it off the Executive Lifebalance sheet. He has left Executive Ufe, now Aurora
National, with about 99% of its assets in Class-1bonds. As a result, he's producing
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That is probably not an avenue that is available to

I will point out a few examples of what's going on with the liability side of the
balance sheet. Companies are selling or rainsudng low-margin business segments. If
group life or group health is offered as an accommodation,some companies have just
discontinuedit. If a company has a few large, specialgroup life or group health cases
that have been essentiallynonprofit cases,they're there for businessreasons, they've
decided to discontinue them because of the penalty associatedwith them under RBC.
We have seen a numberof companieswith continued losses in the disabilityincome
line, withdrawing from the disabilityincome line, which also happensto have a heavy
RBC ratio. And then there are only 65 companies in the U.S. writing GIC contracts.
I would say that 15-20 of those 65 companiesare essentiallywithdrawing from the
business;they're no longerwriting new GIC contracts.
Besidesdirectly getting out of businesses,you can stay in businessesbut simply
restructureyour liabilities.Take interest rate risk. RBC breaks up liabilitiesinto four
different categories. Contracts surreoderabieat book value (surrenderableat a 5% or
lesssurrender charge) have a 3% RBCfactor; contracts with a surrendercharge of
5% or more have a 1.5% RBCfactor; market-value-adjustmentcontracts have a
0.75% RBC factor; and nonsurrenderablecontracts have a 0.75% RBC factor.
Aetna Life Insurance Company, through some GIC and pensionholders who had
surrenderabiecontracts in which they carried a 3% RBC factor, offered to raisethe
interest rate it was paying on the contract if the contract holder would extend the
contract and make it nonsurrenderableuntil it matured. It cut its RBCfactor 75%,
from 3% to 0.75%.
Xerox FinancialServicesLife wrote to people with surrenderabiesingle-premium
deferred annuity (SPDA) productsand offered an increasedcreditingrate if they
would exchange those annuitiesfor a five-year nonsurrenderablecontract. People are
restructuringliabilitiesin additionto making changes in their asset portfolio.
As I said at the beginningof my remarks,there is the law of gravity as it appliesto
life insurancecompanies. If the RBC requirementsare too high for life insurance
companies, life insurancecompanies will find a way to make the RBC requirements
plummet to the ground.
And in conclusion, I leave you with a single question, which you can ponder. When
the regulators establishedthe scale of RBCfactors, did they realizethe gravity of the
situation?
MR. ROBERT M. BEUERLEIN: I'd liketo talk a little bit about FAS 107, FAS 105,
and FAS 115. These things all relate to what Fred was talking about. On the
statutory side, we are using RBCto evaluate the variability and the risksthat are
associatedwith things that are going on in an insurancecompany. On the GAAP
side,we are usingsome new things that FASB has come out with to let investors
have a batter idea of what's going on, as far as potential risksand variability out
there. FAS 107 and this whole group of latest pronouncementsgoes along those
lines.
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In 1986, the FASB undertook a comprehensive, major project to reconsider the
accounting for financial instruments. At that time, its goal was to provide a consistent conceptual basis for resolving accounting issues for financial instruments. It was
particularlyconcerned about these new financialinstruments back in 1986. A
collateralizedmortgage obligation(CMO) was still pretty new, and it was concerned
about letting investorshave a better idea of what was going on.
About that same time, or maybe a year or two later, the GeneralAccounting Office
(GAO), the AICPA, the SEC, and several congressionalcommittees got excited and
said, "we need to have more informationin the financialstatements with regardto
market values or fair values." They were strong in what they said so something had
to be done.
In 1990, the AICPA came out with SOP 90-11. In this statement of position it said
that you had to disclosethe amortized value and the market value and the unrealized
and realized gains and lossesassociatedwith your debt securities. That was kind of
step one. Then in 1990, as part of this major projectthat FASB was doing, it came
out w'_JnFAS 105, which requireddisclosureof contractualinformation that was
associated with instruments with off-balance-sheet risks. FAS 105 was just telling
about the contractual information but was not really putting any numbers down on
paper.
FAS I07 came out in December 1991. FAS 107 requires that all entities, not just
financial institutions, disclose the fair vatue of certain on- and off-balance sheet assets
and include that in their audited financial statements. FAS 107 was effective for
fiscal years ending after December 15, 1992. Small companies with $150 million or
less in assets had a special exemption to string it out a little bIt longer.
At that time, mutual companies weren't all that excited about it. In the last year or
so, mutual companies have been getting more and more excited about all these FASB
pronouncements because GAAP for mutuals is becoming a reality. So we tried to
figure out how FAS 107 is being applied out in the real world. The first time we saw
anything about that was probably in 1992 annual reports.
I took a look at eight or ten annual reports to try and get a feel for what companies
are doing in repo_ng these FAS 107 requirements. Although there is kind of a
general thread running through things, every company has a different way of doing
things. I did find one that kind of had everything in one place in its annual report.
This company put its disclosureabout fair value of financialinstruments in its notes to
the consolidated financial statements, and it was all in one place. Some companies
strung it all throughout, so I did not know what I was lookingfor, and I wasn't sure if
I was going to see everything. I'd like to quote from that a little bit to give you an
idea of how to report for FAS 107 purposes.
Quoting, "In accordancewith FAS Statement 107, Disclosures About Fair Value of
F/hancial Instruments, information is providedabout the fair value of certain financial
instruments for which it is practicableto estimate that value." FAS 107 goes into
great detail about what practicable means. It means without incurring excessive
costs. And what does that mean? Two companies have the same type of asset; for
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one company it may be practicable and for another one it might not be. Maybe one
is a small company and one is a larger company that has more resources to do
something. There's a little bit of subjectivity that you need to disclose if something is
not practical.
Going on and quoting, "For purposes of FAS 107, the estimated fair value of a
financial instrument is the amount at which the instrument could be exchanged in a
current transaction between willing parties, other than a forced or liquidation sale."
That is just telling what value we are looking for. "The fair value amounts disclosed
represent management's best estimates of fair value in accordance with FAS 107,
this disclosure excludes certain insurance*policy-related financial instruments and all
nonfinsncial instruments." FAS 107 directly says that you can exclude insurance
contracts unless they're guaranty or investment cor_acts under FAS 97. Typical
whole-life-typa policies,or even universal life policies would be not required to be
disclosed. It is important that we remember the words it is not required that it be
disclosed for those products.
Going on, "... the aggregate fair-value amounts presented are not intended to
represent the underlying aggregate fair value of the company." In other words, you
can't take the aggregate value of all the assets and the aggregate value of all the
liabilities that you have reported and subtract them and come up with a fair value for
the equity, because not everything is covered.
Going on and quoting from this report, it tells how to report on these various financial
instruments. "The methods and assumptions used to estimate fair value are as
follows: Fair value for fixed-meturity securities is determined from quoted market
prices where available." Where fixed-maturity securities are not actively traded, fair
value is estimated by discounting cash flows and using current interest rates, considering credit ratings and the remainingterms to maturity. Fair value for accrued
investment income approximates the carrying amount. Fair value for equity securities
is based on quoted market prices. Fair value for first mortgage loans is estimated by
discounting cash flows and using current interest rates on similar real estate loans,
considering credit ratings and the remaining terms to maturity. Fair value for separateaccount assets/liabilities is based on quoted market prices of the underlying assets,
which approximates _ carrying amount. This particular company said, "policy loans
have no stated maturity dates and are an integral part of the related insurance
contract. Accordingly, it is not practicable to estimate a fair value." So this company
decided it couldn't, did not want to, or did not think it needed to disclose anything
about the fair value of its policy loans. Other companies that I looked at did disclose
the fair value of their policy loans.
it goes on to say, "Fair value for investment-type insurance contracts is estimated by
reducing the policyholder liability for applicable surrender or mortality charges, if any."
And finally, this company had some outstanding commitments on which it commented. "Fair value for commitments to extend credit, principaily mortgage loans, is
calculated using current interest rates that approximate the amount a willing buyer
would pay to acquire a similar instrument."
And at the end of all this, it has a table of numbers that shows the carrying amount
and the fair value for each of these categories. Under fixed maturities, for instance, it
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shows $4.2 billionof carryingamount and $4.6 billionof fair value. An investor
would imply that the fair value is $400 millionmore than the carryingamount. So
that is what this company did and many other companies did something similar.
Nothing seems to hang together because not all insuranceliabilitiesare covered. In
fact, as you remember, I said that it is not requiredthat you disclosefair value
information with regard to insurancecontracts unlessthey happento be the investment contracts underFAS 97.
For the deposit contracts under FAS 97, it looks like it was kind of a mixed beg.
About haft the companies that I looked at were usingjust a surrendervalue for their
fair value, which is fine and in accordancewith FAS 107. The other half looked like
they were usingsome kind of a discountedpresent-valuesetup, which also complies
with FAS 107. You'll remember that I said that it is not required that you disclose
information on the insurancecontracts,the nondeposittypes. It is not required,but
some companies will argue, it is allowed. That is probably a crux of a matter that we
need to examine more for FAS 107.
FAS 107 was market-value disclosure;FAS 115 is market-value accountingand has
more implicationsactually than FAS 107. FAS 115, of course, is celled Accounting
for Certain Investmentsand Debt and EquitySecurities. Before I briefly describe FAS
115, it has a major problem; it only addressesassets and does not address fair value
of liabilities. The ACLI was very stronglyagainst that, as a lot of the industry was,
but the ACLI wrote a very strong letter to the FASB, dated December 11, 1992. I'd
like to quote just a paragraphfrom that letter to show you how strong it felt about
this.
The Councilbelieves that the concept of market-value accountingas
set forth in the exposure draft is both inappropriateand unnecessaryin
the context of life insurance companies. It is inappropriatebecause it
does not conslJtutea rationalaccountingsolutionto the perceived
problems of historicalcost accounting,and would, without question,
result in the presentationof distorted and materially misleading financial
information.
That is strong.
Also, hasty acceleration of the Board'sfinancialinstruments projectis
unnecessary, because the principalcriticismsmade of historicalcost
accounting, namely the practice of gainstrading and the unavailability
of fair-valueinformationon portfoliodebt securities, have recentlybeen
addressed. The possibleadvantages resultingfrom gains trading have
been neutralizedby the implementationof the IMR, under the statutory
accounting model utilized by the states. The notes to GAAP financial
statements will disclose the IMR, in discussingthe reconciliationof
statutory and GAAP earnings. Fair-valuedisclosurerelatingto portfolio
investmentshas been implementedthrough FAS 107.
In other words, it did not see the reasonfor applyingFAS 115 to life insurance
companies.
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Well, the FASB reacted to the generalthought processand was broken up into three
camps. The first said to implement FAS 115, as it actuallydid get implemented.
Another camp said to get the essats/liabilitiesall figured out and then it would do FAS
115. The third camp said to hold off on FAS 115 until it had seen what FAS 107
had done; it was goingto analyze the reportingon FAS 107. In the effort to
maintain the expediency of this whole project for the FASB, I think it went the FAS
115 route as it currentlyis.
We'll quicklygo through that for people who aren't familiarwith FAS 115. FAS 115
definesthree categoriesof assets. The first category includesthose that are heldto
maturity. In other words, there are very few situationsin which you would be
allowed to sell those assets. You haveto say that they're locked off and they will be
kept until maturity. The second category is tradingsecurities,which is an actively
traded portfolio such as equities. Many companiesdo active trading of varioustypes
of securities. The third type of asset or category is availablefor sale. Basically,if it is
not in the first two categories, it is in the third category.
Whet are the implicationsof these? You get to hold the held to maturity at amortized
value, similar to whet you are doing right now with your bonds. You hold the fair
value for trading securitiesand reflect it in the income statement. In other words,
unrealizedgains and losseswill run through your income statement and can create a
lot of variance.
The third category is availablefor sale. Again, look at the fair value, but it is only
reflected in the shareholder's equity account and not in the income statement. But it
stilldoes have an effect.
We are thinking that FAS 107 might help us out with FAS 115. V_h all this inequity
of not having the liabilitiesaccounted for correctly, I think, as the ACU pointed out in
its letter, we might have some misinterpretationsof financialdat_. FAS 107 requires
that companies disclosethe fair value of their financialinstruments, includingheld to
maturity, v_r_hFAS 115, we had the held to maturity that is amortizedvalue. You
still have to tell what the fair value of it is for FA8 107 purposes,so that will be
availableto investors.
The expanded usa of fair values in GAAP financialstatements will lead some companies to reexamine and maybe refine the methodsthey used on their deposit liabilities.
Maybe instead of usingthe surrender value, we are going to see more sophisticated
ways of coming up with a fair value on these depositliabilities. In the interim, if all
the companies decide to disclosethe fair values of their insuranceliabilities,their
nondepositliabilities,then we can maybe have a better pictureof what's going on
with the balancingbetween the fair value of the assets and the fair value of the
liabilities. It is not required, but it is not precluded, some will say, by FAS 107.
As far as the fair value of liabilities,the ACLI and the American Academy are both
very active in trying to do something about this right now. Jim Hohmann from
Tillinghastis leading up a group for the Academy. Arnold Dicke is heading up a group
for the ACLI, and they're both t_ng to come up with some recommendations. I
know that Dick Robertsonand Arnold Dicke have done a significantamount of work
on trying to come up with methodologiesfor fair value of liabilities. We don't
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participate, though, that the FASB is going to be quick in responding or in reacting to
it. We would anticipate that one, two, or three years may go by with this fair-valueof-liabilitiesissuenot being taken care of. Maybe FAS 107 might be the end run for
us. We can includethese fair valuesthrough FAS 107.
The tax man is trying to get involvedin this deal too. I guess it is not clear yet, and it
kind of came as a surpriseto the industry, but our Internal RevenueCode Section
475 may (I don't think it is been finalizedyet) bring in some of these unrealizedgains,
bringingthis markat-value concept out of FAS 115 and onto the income tax raturn.
Possiblywe'll be paying income taxes on unrealizedgains and losses. It is still a
possibilityand still under discussion,but I think it is something everyone shouldbe
aware of and be ready for in case it does happen.
I hope that FAS 107 works out, but untilwe get the fair-value-of-liabilitiesquestion
worked out, I think we are still going to have some problems with the financial
statements.
MR. MCKERNAN: The AVR and IMR have changed the rules on how capital gains
and losses impact income and surplus. Companiesneed to revise their financialplanningmodels and techniques in orderto incorporatethese changes and to basically
find out where they're headingin the future.
To introducethis process, I'll begin by definingthe IMR and AVR. I'll providea
summary of how they impact the statutorybalance sheet and summary of operations, and then dive into some of the consideraOonsfor implementingthe IMR and
AVR as part of the financial management process.
The change in IMR is equal to the realizedcapital gains and losseson fixed-income
assets (interest-relatedgains and losseson fixed-income assets net of capital gains
taxes), plus realized liabilitygainsand losses(relatedto the market value adjusted
productsand reinsurancetransactions),less an amortization of the IMR (an income
that can either have a negative or a positive impact on earnings),plus a surplus
adjustment.
So what do we mean by interest related? Basically,there is an interest-relatedgain or
loss if the classificationof that asset has not changed by more than one class during
its holding period. For bonds, the holdingperiodis deemed to be the latter of
December 31, 1990 or the purchasedate. Also, there's an exceptionto this rule. If
it was ever held in Class 6, then it will always be reported as a credit-relatedgain or
loss, which would flow directlyinto the AVR.
Mortgage loans are deemed to be interest related if the mortgage is not in foreclosure,
is not in delinquency,is not in the course of a voluntary conveyance, and has not
been restructured in the last two years. It is worthy to note that prepayment
penaltieswill be consideredpart of the gainor loss. Likewise, unscheduled sinkingfund payments are treated as gains or lossesas well, which would flow into the IMR.
In 1992, preferred stock was reported as a credit-related gain or loss, flowing into the
AVR. For 1993 and later, it will flow intothe IMR if there has not been more than
one class-ratingchange. Again, there are some exceptions. If it was ever held in
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Classes 4, 5, or 6, then it would be treated as a credit-related gain or loss, and it
would flow into the AVR.
There are some exceptions, for government guaranteed assets. Beginning in 1992,
50% of the gains or losses were excluded. For 1993, 25% will be excluded.
However, for 1994 and later, there will not be any exclusions for government
guaranteed assets.
Concerning reinsurance with a nonaffiliate company, for 1992 100% of the assets
sold relating to the simultaneous sale or exchange with the reinsurance were excluded
from the tMR. However, for 1993 and later, there will be a liability adjustment to the
IMR for material reinsurance transactions. The transaction is deemed to be material if
it represents more than 5% of the liabilities. Even if you do not sell the assets
supporting the ceded reinsurance, it will be deemed that you sold the assets. The
complement
of any implied gain or loss would flow to the IMR as the liability portion
of the reinsurance transaction. Then, in theory when you actually do sell the assets
that were supporting the reinsurance transaction, the effect would offset the liability
thereby netting out to zero through the IMR.
For market-value adjusted products, if you have assets valued at book supporting
market-value-adjusted
products, matedal gains and losses on the market-valueadjusted policies would be brought into the IMR, if it is material.
Matedal is defined
as being greater of O.01% of your total liabilities are concerned or $1 million.
As far as excessive withdrawals are concerned, there is an exemption for assets sold
supporting withdrawals in excess of a threshold. The threshold is defined to be
150% of the lesser of the last two years' withdrawal rates.
Other elements are associated with the IMR. There are three different methods in
which you can amortize the gains or losses back into the income. The first is the
seriatim method which is the preferred method. Basically, you are going to reflect the
difference in the amortization schedule that was associated with the asset sold and
the schedule assuming a repurchase of that same asset at disposition.
The second is the group method for which the NAIC Standard Valuation Office
publishes amortization
schedules annually. You would group the assets based on
years of maturity and apply the schedules. For preferred stocks and bends that do
not have a stated maturity date, 30 years would be the deemed maturity. The
maturity date used will be 50% of the expected maturity date for residentialpassthroughs.
The third method is an approved company method. In other words, if a company
has in existence an appropriateamortization of income supporting its various linesof
business,it may seek departmentalapproval of that method for adoption.
Originally,when the IMR was proposed, it permitted negative values. Theoretically,if
you amortized all the gains and lossesinto income over time, it would all wash out.
However, for 1992-93, if you do have a negative, you need to bring that up to zero.
This creates a ledgerasset, a nonadmitted asset, and it is a direct chargeto your
surplus. If it is positive, you are amortizing income, and if it is negative, you take the
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hit. It was recommended that there not be a maximum, and it was recommended
that there not be a minimum. Right now, it is on the 1994 agenda that a negative
IMR be looked at once again. I suspectthat if it is permitted, there would need to be
a suppo_ng actuarialopinion.
Concerningseparate accounts, no IMR is required for market-value-adjustedseparate
account products. However, it is requiredfor book-value, separate-accountproducts.
If it is required, it isto be held in a separateaccount or in the general-accountIMR. In
reference to that, California Bulletin92-7 indicatesrealizedgains or lossesshouldbe
held in a separate account to supportthe market-valueasset/liabilitybalance.
As far as the future is concerned, for the IMR, permitting the negative values will be
reviewed. Also, there may be a clarificationof negative yields on loan-backsecurities.
This couldoccur when there is a substantialchange in Public Security Association
(PSA) prepayment speed. A negative yield may be brought in through the IMR at
that point.
The AVR is to includeall unrealizedcapital gainsor losses, havingthe same effect as
the MSVR. However, on realizedgains and losses,onlythose that are credit related
would be brought into the AVR, net of taxes on fixed-incomeassets. This would
occur if there is more than one class change or if it was ever in Class6 for bonds or
in Classes4, 5, or 6 for preferred stock. It includesall realized capitalgains on equity
investments. The required annual contributionsbeginningin 1994 will be 20% of the
difference between the maximum subcomponentamount and the current component
amount. There is a five-year amortization schedule,which is a much faster
amortizationthan is required underthe MSVR. For 1993, the factor is 15%. There
can be voluntary additions and transfersare permitted among the subcomponents if
the maximums are reached, similarto MSVR treatment. Also, there can be
adjustmentsthat would bring the components down to the maximum permitted or up
to a minimum of zero.
Let us take a look at some of the factors for the default component in Table 1. The
factors are the same as for the MSVR. However there is an accrual factor of 20%
which is a substantiallyfaster amortizationrate than that required by the MSVR.
TABLE 1
AVR Default Component Maximum Factors
Maximum Percentages
NAIC Class
1
2
3
4
5
6

Bonds
1%
2
5
10
20
20

Mortgages
are3.50% Adjustedby Actualto Industry
Experience
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Bond components for 1993 have been separately identified between short-term and
long-term bonds, althoughthe factors still remain the same. This is likely to be a
predecessorfor a separate factor delineationfor short-term/long-termbonds.
The mortgages are a new addition. The mortgage factor is 3.5% adjusted by
company experience to industryexperience. In 1991 industry mortgage default
experience was 6.32% without restructures. In 1992, it was 14.24%. For 1993,
10.28% is a factor for computation purposes. The 3.5% factor is representativeof
experience priorto 1990. The mortgage factor is on the agenda for review.
Factors for equitiesare illustratedin Table 2. Controlledcommon stock is treated the
same as the MSVR. Common stock of an affiliate life insurancecompany is 0% if
the affiliate does maintain an AVR. For controlledcompanies, the factors are either
20% or 25%, depending on if they are valued by using StandardValuation Office
(SVO) procedures. For unaffiliated publiccompanies,the factor is 30%. However,
you may use your portfolio beta and multipliedby a 20% factor, subject to a maximum of 30% or a minimum of 15%.
TABLE 2
AVR Equity Component Maximum Factors
NAIC Class

Maximum Percentage

CS - Affiliate UC
0%
CS - Controlled
20-25
CS
- Other
30*
CS - Unaffiliated Private
25
Real Estate - Improved
7.5
Real Estate - Unimproved
7.5
May use20% x commonStockBetaAdjustm_
nt with'Max30%, Min 15%
Real estate is at 7.5%. it is intereslJngto note that the originalrecommendation was
10% for improved realestate and 20% for unimproved. There are a number of class
breakdown for the type for real estate holdingsthere may be.
Unclassifiedassets are at 20%. This includesmoney market funds that have not
been formally approved by the SVO. So money market funds are, in essence, treated
as equities. It is interestingto note that money market funds are in the processof
being approved. There was an articlein the August 20, 1993 edition of The National
Underwriter, indicating that F_lelityhad its First Funds newly approvedby the NAIC
as a Class-1 asset, and I imaginethere are goingto be quite a few subsequent
approvals.
The AVR excludes ssparate-accountassets if existing regulationsprovide for separateaccount reserves for C-1 riskand they are essentiallyequivalent to AVR requirements.
They are also excluded if the asset default or market-valueriskis bome directly by the
policyholder. Otherwise, the AVR will need to be established in a separate account or
be combined with the general account AVR. Again, in reference to Califomia Bulletin
92-7, the AVR for modifiedguaranty annuity productsare to be held in the general
account because it is deemedthat the generalaccount is supportingthat obligation.
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As far as the future is concemad, we talked about classifying the money market
funds as Class-1 investments. The basic structure of the AVR is under review in
1994 by the Technical Resource Group. Right now, including derivative instzuments'
credit exposure as part of the AVR calculation is before the NAIC Blank's task force (a
determination may have been made last week). Also, the task force is considering an
exemption for federalhome loan mortgage corporation securities.
How does this affect the balance sheet? The IMR is held as a reserve in the policy
and contract liabilitiessection. The premiseis that gains or losses associatedwith the
change in interest rates still needs to be there to support the policyholderliabilities.
So as the gains or lossesare releasedfrom the IMR, it would then support the
increasesin policyholderliabilities. This presumesa matched case between the
originalassets held supportingthose liabilities.So as the IMR amortizesthe gains and
losses into income, it theoretically supportsthe increasein reserves maintaininga
balance between the liabilities and assets.
It is not considereda valuation reserve or an allocation of surplus. However, there are
some exceptions and I found this somewhat interesting. Michigan, which a number
of Canadian companieslook to for guidance, has permitted Canadian branchesto not
hold the IMR as a policy liability. If the IMR is negative, the adjustments cause a
direct hit to surplus.
The AVR is reportedon the same line that the MSVR had historicallybeen reported.
The Michigan InsuranceDepartment has exempted Canadiancompanies from posting
the AVR. Negatives are adjusted to zero and are not carriedforward. Again, that
would result in an immediate chargeto surplus.
One thing that has impacted a number of companies,especiallyin the declining
interest rate environment, is that realized gains and lossesthat would have previously
spilledover and out of the MSVR are now being captured by the IMR and are
deferred for a substantialperiodof time. Historically,they could have improved the
company's surplus position.
As far as the summary of operationsis concemed, the amortizationof the IMR is
brought into the investment-incomecomponent. Net realizedcapital gains and losses
exclude transfers to the IMR. The change in AVR is reportedon the same line that
the MSVR had been historically,and it does receive the same treatment.
Now what does this mean? Basically,with the approachused regardingthe IMR, if
you are investinglongerthan your liabilitiesyou can have some very interesting
consequencesregardingthe financial resultsof the business. Likewise, if you are
investing short. The premiseis that the IMR behaveswell if you are fairly well
matched.
Historically,any chargesto the surplus account - be it target surplus, RBC, AVR
(historicallythe MSVR) - had never really been brought into the process of your
financialmanagement. You were lookingat your pro forms before these charges to
surplus for your profitability. In the not-too-distantpast companies started looking at
their A.M. Best ratios or maybe just applieda straightpercentage factor to their
reservesto represent the cost of supportingsurplus in producing business. More
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recently, companies
have been adopting target surplus formulas, but even still it is a
fairly low turnout.
I saw a recent survey in which about 50% of companies have a
target surplus formula. Now we have RBC upon us, so I imagine that is going to
generate a lot of activity, and companies will start recognizing a charge to surplus to
support their business.
I put together some samples to take a look at the effect of the earnings pattern.
I
picked one single product, one policy issue, as opposed to doing a full-blown
model
for a couple of reasons. It is a little bit simpler to see the direct impact, and it did not
take nearly as long.
When reviewing
looked at several
short, somewhat
decreasing, level,
approach.

the results, keep in mind that the IMR presumes a matched case. I
investment scenarios, either having an investment horizon that was
matched or long, and then three different interest rate trends:
or increasing.
This allows us to analyze the results with a matrix

How do we analyze the effect
the cost of capital and how it
ignore the IMR (the effect that
target surplus (the cost of the
tions I assumed a floor of the

of the IMR and AVR? It is basically taking a look at
affects profitability results. What happens if we totally
it would have on your earnings stream), the AVR, and
supporting surplus of the company)?
In these projecRBC requirement.

Looking at Chart 1, we find that because we are at a level interest rate horizon, it
does not really matter how we are invested, because our reinvestment
assumption
is
not going to be a problem.
But we find, in looking at these stacked bars, that the
lowest bar represents the true cost, or the profitability,
on a product recognizing
all
the charges to the surplus account. Here we are looking at just under 0.33% of
premium profit margin. Going up a little bit, what happens if we ignore the target
surplus component?
In other words, we are only going to look at the impact of the
IMR and AVR, but we are going to ignore everything else. We find that we have
doubled the profitability.
How about if we ignore all these charges to surplus? We
are making lots of money; we have got a 1% of premium profit margin! You may be
basing your financial decisions on a 1% of premium profit margin but only realize
0.33% of premium profit margin.
Chart 2 looks at an increasing interest rate environment. If we invest short, we are
going to do much better because now we can reinvest at much higher rates.
However, if we invest long, we have to sell off assets to meet liability cash flows,
and we are going to do very poorly.
We have to look at each stacked bar as an increment. If we invest long, our profit
margin, which had been just less than 0.33%, is now a 15% loss, This is on a tenyear immediate annuity, just a pure payout over a ten-year horizon, so this can be
pretty substantial.
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CHART 1
1C-Year Single-Premium Immediate Annuity (SPIA)
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If we ignore our target surplus, in other words, we are only including the IMR and
AVR, we see a positive increment of about 6% netting out to negative 9%. Ignoring
target surplus, we are right back to where we started. The target surplus component
and the IMR/AVR components tend to net out each other. You will see this looking
st some incidence of earnings.
Looking

at decreasing

interest

rates in Chart 3, the same type of relationships.
CHART 3
10-Year SPIA
Decreasing Interest Rates
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What happens if we were to look at this on an annual basis? Chart 4 is our baseline
case. We have a ten-year immediate annuity and earningswill be coming out over
11 years, becausethis was run on a calendar-yearbasis, as opposedto on a policyyear basis. We have our initial strain associatedwith the acquisitionof business. In
addition, some strain is associatedwith the AVR, and some additionalstrain is
associated with the cost of the RBC or target surplus. As you can see, these
elements have a tremendous impact on the cost of putting businesson the books. If
you choose to ignorethese costs, you can make some very erroneousfinancial
decisions.
In the following years, you will see we still have a chargeassociated with the AVR,
because of the 20% amortization. We have some book-profitincome, and we are
also releasing target surplus back into income. Later on we are releasingsome of the
AVR back into income as our asset base decreases. The dotted line representsthe
netting of all those elements. Here we have a typical pattern we would expect during
perfect conditions.
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CHART 4
10-Year SPIA
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Chart 5 is the same product, the same assets, only we have invested long in an
increasing interest rate environment. The profitability pattern in the early years is very
similar. We have the initial acquisition strain, the contribution to the AVR, and the
cost of our target surplus. However, in renewal years, we are recognizing capital
losses to meet cash-flow requirements. Those capital losses are then flowing into the
IMR. This creates a negative IMR which is, in effect, a contribution to income, when
ignoring the floor of a zero IMR. On the flip side of the coin, we are continuing to
increase our target surplus position, which is a pure offset of the decrease in IMR.
During this phase, we are increasing the target surplus requirements. Normally we
would expect target surplus to be released into income during this period. Book
profits are showing losses. The result is an interesting profit pattern. After the
liability has run off the books, because we invested long, we are going to have a long
tail on the IMR. We are not releasing the IMR into income until long after that liability
has run off. We have a corresponding releaseof target surplus, which nets out to
zero during this later period.
In Chart 6 we have invested long in a decreasing interest rate environment. There is
just the opposite effect on the IMR. Since we have taken some capital gains, the
IMR increases which a charge to income. The AVR is now reduced because of the
decreasing asset base. The target surplus is also reduced which also serves as a
contribution to income. But what happens is, although we have a lO-year liability,
we are recognizing income on this business over the next 20 years. This is a result
of the effect of the IMR and the presumed matched case.
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CHART 5
10-Year SPIA
Long Assets - Increasing Interest Rates
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CHART 6
10-Year SPIA
Long Assets - Decreasing Interest
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In conclusion, your investment strategies, crediting strategies, target surplus, RBC
requirements, and the impact of the IMR can be very important considerations to
make proper financial decisions.
All these elements need to be brought into financial
models.
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